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About Policy Performance
Charlie founded Policy Performance in February 2018 to support leaders and managers in government to plan,
deliver and evaluate their policy priorities.
Policy Performance brings an expert-driven model to market. Our people have the experience, seniority and
expertise to help you navigate through some of the most challenges phases of the policy cycle, including
business case development and logic mapping.

About Charlie
Charlie has been a public-sector evaluation and public policy consultant for a decade, working in small (HLB
Mann Judd), medium (ACIL Allen Consulting) and large consulting firms (KPMG) since 2008. He has completed
numerous program logic models in his professional career as an evaluation consultant.
He became a DTF-accredited investment logic mapping facilitator in November 2016 and completed 20+ logic
modelling workshops as KPMG’s facilitator until starting Policy Performance in February 2018.
Charlie understands the service delivery and central agency environment, having worked for five years at the
Victorian Department of Premier and Cabinet between 2004 and 2008.
He has provided policy advice and consulting projects in the following areas: education (early childhood,
schooling, VET and higher education); sports and community infrastructure development; justice and courts;
police and law enforcement; tourism and major events; workforce transition; energy; Indigenous affairs;
emergency services; and out-of-home care.
Charlie is a currently a tutor in Impact Evaluation: Forms and Approaches at the University of Melbourne’s
Centre for Program Evaluation, having completed a Master of Evaluation with first class averages in 2014. He
has also completed a Master of Public Policy and Management, along with a Bachelor of Arts.

Facilitation approach
Charlie seeks to maximise the value of workshops to all participants. Sessions are conducted electronically,
with outputs projected onto a screen in real-time for participants to review and refine their inputs. As an
evaluator, he tests whether there is evidence for the views shared. After each workshop, Charlie updates the
outputs and shares with the project manager, for circulation to the broader group following review.

Indicative cost
Indicative costs for each workshop are shown below, however the time required may vary depending on
the business case requirements. For example, costs may shift based on any prior workshops held,
information accessibility, stakeholder availability, associated documents to be prepared (short or longform business case) and size and nature of the investment.
Charlie is happy to hold a confidential, targeted discussion to define your needs prior to settling rates.
Indicative workshop rates (including GST) including production of associated documentation:





ILM Problem Definition Workshop: ~$2,200
ILM Benefit Management Plan Workshop: ~$2,200
ILM Strategic Response Workshop: ~$2,200
ILM Investment Concept Brief: ~$2,200

This package of workshops is available for ~$7,500

